Abstract: Olfactory receptors, in addition to being involved in first step of the physiological processes that leads to olfaction, occupy an important place in mammalian genomes. ORs constitute super families in these genomes. Elucidating olfactory receptor function at a molecular level can be aided by a computationally derived structure and an understanding of its interactions with odor molecules. Experimental functional analyses of olfactory receptors in conjunction with computational studies serve to validate findings and generate hypotheses. We present here a review of the research efforts in: creating computational models of olfactory receptors, identifying binding strategies for these receptors with odorant molecules, performing medium to long range simulation studies of odor ligands in the receptor binding region, and identifying amino acid positions within the receptor that are responsible for ligand-binding and olfactory receptor activation. Written as a primer and a teaching tool, this review will help researchers extend the methodologies described herein to other GPCRs.
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
An olfactory receptor (OR) interacting with an odorant molecule constitutes the first of a series of steps leading to olfaction. As genomes have been published [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , starting with the initial draft of the human genome, efforts have been undertaken to identify their olfactory repertoires [6] [7] [8] [9] . As these genomes are inevitably revised, these repertoires are likely to change [3] . Mining olfactory gene sequences from genomes includes performing sequence comparison studies between genes previously identified through experimental cloning studies and genes published in the genomes. Sequence motifs common to olfactory receptors, and presumably responsible for olfactory function (specifically, G-protein coupling or activation) are used to make these comparisons. In other cases, where genome wide sequence similarities exist (for example, the close similarity between the genomes of humans and chimpanzees), orthologs are identified and listed as putative olfactory receptors [10] .
Olfactory Receptor Database (ORDB) (http://senselab.-med.yale.edu/ORDB), a resource maintained by the author under the auspices of the SenseLab project, is housed at the Yale University School of Medicine [11, 12] . It is a repository of genomic and proteomic information related to chemosensory receptors. ORDB represents the research efforts of more than 100 laboratories for more than 40 species that include mammals and other vertebrates, as well as invertebrates. In addition to ORs, information related to taste receptors, vomeronasal and pheromone receptors, insect olfactory receptors and fungal receptors are also stored in ORDB. At last count, information for more than 14,500 receptors is housed at ORDB. HORDE (Human Olfactory Receptor Data Exploratorium) database (http://bioportal.weizmann.ac.il/-HORDE/) [1, 13] , at the Weizmann Institute of Science in Israel also contains comprehensive listings of olfactory receptors from mammalian genomes. ORs from human, chimpanzee, dog [6, 14] , opossum and platypus [15] are currently listed at HORDE. HORDE provides for each receptor: information about its family and subfamily (according to the HORDE classification, adopted by HUGO [Human Genome Organization]) classification, other classifiers such as chromosome cluster, synteny, links to mouse, rat, chimpanzee orthologs, results of SNP (single nucleotide polymorphism) analysis and links to other OR-resources that house this gene.
Certain age-related neurodegenerative disorders are known to find their origins in olfactory dysfunction. Unlike eyesight and hearing, the sense of smell does not degenerate with age. At a young age, olfactory dysfunction might be a prognosticator for: Alzheimer's disease, [16] Parkinson's disease, [17] HIV, [18] motor neuron disease, [19] schizophrenia, [20] and anorexia [21] . A glimpse into OR function at a molecular level would go a long way towards identifying specific markers and diagnostic tests for these conditions. Structurally and functionally, ORs belong to the family of membrane receptors known as GPCRs (GTP-binding Protein Coupled Receptors). These are ubiquitous proteins that traduce cell membranes, variably serving as a conduits from outside the cell to within or activating signal transduction (or other intracellular) processes [22] [23] [24] [25] . ORs are embedded in the mucus membrane of the nasal cavity, in the cilia of olfactory neurons. Odor molecules when inhaled interact with, and activate, ORs. OR activation is possibly the result of a structural change [26] . The ensuing signal transduction steps are converted into electrical signals leading to an olfactory response.
Experimentally elucidating a structural change in an OR at the molecular level is currently not possible. No experimentally derived structure from nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) or x-ray diffraction studies exists for olfactory receptors. GPCRs-from the two structures that have been determined by x-ray diffraction methods, rhodopsin [27] and the recently published structure of beta-adrenergic receptor [28, 29] -are presumed to possess seven transmembrane (TM) helical domains, an extra cellular N-terminus, an intra-cellular C-terminus, three extracellular and three intracellular loops that connect TM helices. The rhodop sin structure [30] has thus far been used as the model structure for all computational models of GPCRs, including ORs. It is likely that future models of GPCRs will incorporate structural features of the beta adrenergic receptor.
Experimental research in identifying functionality in ORs involves associating receptors with the odors that activate them. To do this, large panels of odors are tested, often unsuccessfully. Interactions between ORs and odors are confounded: more than one odor might activate an OR; on the other hand, one odor might also be able to bind more than one receptor [31] . ORDB, which lists more than 14,500 chemosensory receptors, includes fewer than 50 odorant molecules, which have been experimentally shown to bind and activate olfactory receptors, work related to several of these odorants having been published in the a single paper [32] .
Presented here is an overview of certain key aspects of the computational biology of olfactory receptors, namely: OR modeling, docking of odors, and simulation of ligands' dynamic behavior, in the OR binding region. Bioinformatics efforts in identifying residues that are complicit in odorantbinding are also presented.
COMPUTATIONAL MODELING OF ORs
The following steps are involved in creating an OR model. Some variations in the details of the protocols exist, but the general principles are the same.
Identifying the Transmembrane Regions
Different methods have been used to identify the helical TM domains of an OR. They are identified through secondary structure prediction methods that use hydrophobicity profiles because of the hydropathic nature of helices [33] . Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [34] have also been used to identify TMs. There are several online resources that identify transmembrane helical domains in a protein; the only requirement is to enter the protein sequence into a text-box. TMHMM (TransMembrane [through] Hidden Markov Models) [35, 36] and HMMTOP (Hidden Markov Models [based] Topology) [37, 38] are two (of several) preferred [39] such programs. These resources provide information that not only identifies the helical regions, but also the location of the loops-extra-cellular or intracellular.
Creating the Transmembrane Scaffold
As mentioned in the Introduction, for want of an experimentally derived structure of ORs, modelers have used the structure of rhodopsins as a template structure. The first model of an OR, rat OR I7 was created from an electron diffraction structure of rhodopsin with a resolution of over 6 Å by Singer [33] . Singer created canonical helices and manually positioned these over the helical electron densities of the experimental rhodopsin. Canonical helices are idealized and might be missing features that might be complicit in receptor-ligand binding. A similar starting step is still used in the Membstruk (membrane structure) OR (or GPCR) creationprotocol which uses a low resolution structure of rhodopsin [40] . Criticisms have arisen as to the use of these low resolution structures, especially since a high resolution (2.2 Å) experimental structure is available at the Protein Data Bank (ID: 1u19) [30] . Lai et al. have shown [41] , that the low resolution structure created by Singer [33] is well matched with the high resolution structure of bovine rhodopsins. The only discrepancy is with the TM 1, which is slightly shifted. Also, the higher resolution mostly defines the side chains of residues at the atomic level, while the positioning of the TM helices is resolved at a lower level.
Sequence similarity between ORs and rhodopsin is at best, approximately, 40 percent. OR models use the rhodopsin structure as the template during homology modeling using structure similarity not sequence similarity. To these are matched the TM regions of olfactory receptors. Homology modeling programs such as Modeler [42, 43] are used for template-matching followed by structure normalization.
There are critical structural differences between the rhodopsin and OR sequence [44] . In rhodopsin, the helical regions are significantly longer than those for ORs; and the loops are shorter than OR loop regions. On the other hand, the predicted TM regions for ORs are relatively shorter with significantly longer loops. The shorter OR helices are positioned, manually or through homology modeling, towards the center of the rhodopsins helix [33] . The seventh TM in rhodopsins has a significant kink which forces a portion of this helix at almost right angles to the central axis of the seventh TM. There are several molecular viewers at PDB, which one can use to observe the kink in TM 7 of rhodopsin (PDB ID: 1U19). This kinked region is ignored in the modeling of ORs.
Because of the lack of homology between rhodopsin and ORs, homology modeling can only be the first step, merely to establish helical position and some side-chain geometry. Homology modeling forces the geometry of the target molecule to mimic the geometry of the template molecule. For ORs, this might introduce some rhodopsins-specific structural artifacts into the OR model, which might not be appropriate given the lack of sequence homology between ORs and rhodopsin. To alleviate this problem, the helical geometries are minimized by performing molecular dynamic simulations in the aqueous medium to relax away any rhodopsin specific feature such as kinks.
Preservation of the Hydrophobic Binding Pocket: Rotating of the Helices in the TM Scaffold
Another reason to not rely solely on the results of homology modeling to create the seven TM scaffold is that the helical assembly has to recognize the biochemical imperative of the role of the GPCR structure: to stabilize within the lipid bi-layer while retaining the hydrophilic nature of the interior of the TM bundle. In Membstruk, the helices are manually positioned such that the hydrophobic moment is pointed away from the binding region into the bi-layer. This is followed by rigorous energy optimization while each helix is rotated in turn by small angle increments until the minimal energy for the entire helical assembly is achieved. PER-SCAN [45] (not currently available) was used to position helices during creation of the first OR model [33] . The hydrophobic moments were identified using the software and the helices were then manually positioned based on these moments. PERSCAN was successfully used to predict the hydrophobic moments in the TM helical positions of bacteri-orhodopsin [45] . Bacteriorhodopsin bears structural similarities with a GPCR (PDB ID: 1S52) but does not have the sequence homology to be classed as one.
Another approach in positioning TM helices in ORs is illustrated in Equation (1) . Each helix is represented by an idealized helical wheel, where amino acids occupy every 20° on the wheel. The effective hydrophobicity, at each 20° interval on this wheel is calculated using the following expression:
is computed by summing the arc contributions to the hydrophobicity moment on that residue from all other points along the helical wheel for a given TM. μ is the hydrophobicity for a residue. Equation (1) allows the hydrophobicity to be defined along an arc of a circle (or a cumulative hydrophobic effect at a specific angle contributed from hydrophobicities at all other angles) as opposed to the hydrophobicity at a specific residue. In a recent publication [46] , effective hydrophobicities for human olfactory receptor OR17-210 [47] were determined using equation (1); for μ values, the consensus hydrophobicity values as devised by David Eisenberg [48] were used. Other hydrophobicity scales (which are μ values in equation (1)) such as those by Kyte and Doolittle [49] or Segrest and co-workers [50] can also be used.
Assigning Loops to the OR Model
In the first model of the OR [33] , loops were not built into the computational model. For that particular binding experiment, loops were not considered necessary. There is no experimental evidence from mutational analysis that specifies residues (or certain positions) in the loops that might impact binding. Loops are difficult to model because of their lack of defined structure. Certain constraints such as disulfide bridges may be modeled into the loop structure. Three critical factors have to be considered in modeling loops: 1) That the loops in olfactory receptors are longer than rhodopsin loops, therefore using homology modeling will result in template-specific artifacts (the appearance of the loops being stretched); 2) The dynamic nature of loops, though bound within the crystallographic unit cell, cannot be effectively modeled. 3) Loops have to be abstracted out before the helical scaffold is built, to allow the rotation of each transmembrane helix.
After the TM helices have been individually optimized and rotated, the TM scaffold is put together and loops are built, using ab initio methods. One end of a loop is anchored to the helix and the other loop is allowed to optimize such that it attaches to the assigned helix terminus after a rigorous process of optimization. The end result of this process is accepted as a loop orientation for this model. Since this is an in silico optimization, one cannot be assured that the loop configuration simulates an in vivo environment. Prior to loop optimization, the distances of cysteines from each other and the likelihood to form disulfide linkages are first assessed. The Membstruk protocol [40] uses the WHAT IF modeling and visualization software [51] (http://swift.cmbi.ru.nl/-servers/html/) to add loops. The Modeler program also has a module that can be used to attach loops to the secondary structural elements of a protein and optimize their energies [42] .
Overall Structural Optimization
Once the transmembrane scaffold is built, the helices are rotated for hydrophobicity-based positioning and the loops and termini are added, the overall structure is optimized to an energy minimum. One can also preserve the helical superstructure by performing energy minimizations while fixing the positions of the alpha Carbon atoms (only of the helices) of the protein backbone while allowing the side chains and helices to optimize [41] . The Membstruk protocol allows the positional parameters of the entire protein to optimize. Here, the surrounding lipid bi-layer is simulated using 52 molecules of dilauroylphosphatidyl choline lipid [40] . Figs. (1a) and (1b) shows the model of the S25 mouse olfactory receptor [31] with a docked hexanol molecule surrounded by the lipid layer, as created by Membstruk. Depending on whether the molecules simulating the lipid layer are allowed to optimize, it is possible to identify the structural differences between an activated and de-activated protein following ligand docking, by letting every atom of the protein optimize independently.
LIGAND DOCKING
Ligand docking is carried out to identify the binding characteristics of a ligand with an OR. There is sufficient evidence from experimental results (and supported by computational studies), that more than one aspect of the OR binding pocket might be responsible for interaction and activation [31] . For example, rat OR I7 experimentally binds several eight carbon, straight chain aldehyde molecules, and to a somewhat lesser extent seven and nine carbon straight chain aldehydes [33, 52, 53] . Much like the aldehyde group of retinal that binds a key Lysine residue forming a Schiff base [54] in vertebrate rhodopsins, docking studies of rat OR 17 and octanal have shown electrostatic interactions with Lysine 164 on TM4 of the receptor [33] . However, longer than nine-carbon atom chains aldehydes did not show binding with rat I7. This can be attributed to steric factors that preclude the odorant molecule from fitting into the receptor binding region in a configuration that allows the electrostatic interaction with the lysine. Interestingly enough, smaller carbon chain aldehydes, derivatives of butanal, pentanal and hexanal do not activate the receptor [33, 55] . One might conclude that, in addition to the primary electrostatic interaction, additional Van der Waals forces (given the hydrophobic nature of the binding pocket) also are involved in stabilizing the receptor during activation. This is supported by another functional assessment study for ORs, which showed that site-directed mutagenesis of a key residue that interacts with a ligand via electrostatic interactions results in lowering of activation levels, but not completely eliminating them [56] .
The program DOCK is often used for ligand binding studies [57] . The program first determines charges on the protein atoms. Void volumes are then calculated for the entire protein for areas wherein a ligand might fit. Regions that are biochemically not feasible (regions on the intracellular side of the receptor or regions on the outside of the receptor where the lipid bi-layer is likely to be) are rejected. Computational binding studies have shown that extra-cellular side of the protein, bound by TMs 3, 4, 5 and 6 is where binding likely takes place [33, 58, 59] . DOCK then determines intermolecular binding by generating force fields and interaction parameters, which are used to test several hundred ligand configurations over a range of distances, angles and torsion angles. These configurations are then listed in increasing energy of the OR-odor docked system. DOCK also allows the scaling (up or down) of electrostatic parameters. This helps position a ligand in a configuration that is favorable to electrostatic interactions, especially if such an interaction has been observed experimentally. This methodology has been used to confirm the docking of the ligand in the I7 binding pocket, forming a non-bonded, electrostatic interaction with the Lys164 of the OR [41] .
The Hierdock protocol has been used to dock ligands in the binding pocket of olfactory and other GPCRs at the California Institute of Technology [32, 60] . Hierdock is often used in conjunction with, and subsequent to, Membstruk. Hierdock involves a progression of steps that increases in granularity of docking, discarding ligand configurations that do not meet the criteria established by this granularity at each step. The overall binding energy of a ligand is calculated as a difference between the potential energy of ligand [31] with hexanol (labeled) docked in its binding region. The lipid layer surrounding the protein (helices and loops shown) is created using 52 molecules of dilauroylphosphatidyl choline lipid. These are the results of the modeling and docking studies using the Membstruk [40] and Hierdock [61] protocols. in the protein and the ligand in the solvent. Five of the lower energy structures are then further refined. The side-chains are replaced by accessing a high resolution (~1.0 A) rotamer library of theoretically-derived side chains. This is perhaps because the protein model created in Membstruk is based on a low resolution electron diffraction structure of rhodopsin (~7.5 A), which is not sufficient to resolve side chain configurations. The strategy to replace the residues is sound because it removes any rotameric features that are specific to rhodopsin residues. The binding energy is then recalculated. This docking procedure has been successfully used to identify putative binding site for several ORs and GPCRs, and compare well with the results of experimental binding studies [58, 59] .
While other docking procedures are also employed, which vary in certain steps or the docking programs used, [44] this section provides the reader with a general idea of the steps involved in OR docking with odorants.
Simulation Studies
Lai et al. have used molecular dynamics studies to simulate the interactions between ORs and ligands [41] . There are several advantages to using simulation studies. Receptor ligand interactions that are not observed from static docking become evident. Long-term interactions can serve to substantiate or repudiate inferences from static docking. Simulation studies also show if short-term interactions are sustained over longer time periods. Static docking enables researchers to identify the ligand positions in a single configuration, whereas simulation studies can be used to trace a path of the ligand within the receptor's binding region. This transit pathway of a ligand can allow researchers to predict whether the ligand remains spatially stable over a longer time period. Simulation studies also show how key amino acids in the receptor interact with the ligand; whether these interactions are sustained or whether, over time, other amino acids interact with the odorant molecule. More importantly, one can discern through these studies if intra-receptor amino acid interactions facilitate odorant binding.
Lai et al. published the first simulation studies of olfactory receptors and ten odorant ligands [41] using the first computationally created OR model [33] . The experimental binding studies for these ligands had been previously published [52] . Each ligand was docked in the binding pocket of the OR in the method described above. This was followed by the dynamic simulation of the system for up to 200 picoseconds. Ligand conformational energies were minimized using the Discover module in InsightII (Acceryls, Inc.). Following docking, the highest scoring (lowest energy) docked configuration was selected for molecular dynamics simulation studies. For every ligand tested, the lowest energy-docking configuration tethered to the Lys164 on TM4 (the importance of the interaction of this residue with the ligand ahs been mentioned earlier in this review [33] ).
In each docked system, Ligand-OR system energies were first minimized. In order to preserve the integrity of the helical regions, the positional parameters of alpha-carbon atoms in the helical domains were restrained. Introduction of a simulated bi-layer [40] results in a more realistic representation of the membrane OR protein system. The lack of a simulated bi-layer however, does not influence the nature of docking (restricted to the binding pocket) nor the OR-ligand binding energies-the latter are used to establish levels of OR activation [61] .
The results of Lai et al. [41] studies can be found on line at http://senselab.med.yale.edu/OR-Model. Links to pdbformatted files containing positional parameters for the ten OR-odor systems can be found at this web resource. Each ligand-OR simulation was performed between 100-200 picoseconds (ps) at 300 K with 100 femtoseconds (fs) equilibration time. Trajectories were stored every 10 fs. Specific interaction parameters between OR and ligand: distance, angles and energies of interactions were traced and graphed. The graphs show how specific distances changes are correlated with other distance or angular changes within the receptor or between the receptor and the ligand. While it can be difficult to quantify the correlation between behavior of the ligand in the OR binding pocket, Lai et al. [41] established that ligands in the experimental study [52] that showed good activation strengths also showed definitive interactions with specific residues in the OR binding region, Figs. (2a) and (2b) show the minimum and maximum distances (as the simulation proceeds) between the octenal ligand and its primary electrostatic tether with Lys164, which is on the fourth TM.
The OR-Model web page also lists figures that illustrate the distances between the specific amino acids (implicated in binding) and the ligands, along with movie files of the ligand's pathway within the binding region of the receptor.
Studies to Identify Residues Implicated in Ligand Binding
Ligand binding with olfactory receptors is consequential to our understanding of how ORs might be associated with activating or inhibiting ligands. Simulation studies of rat OR17 with eight carbon-chain aldehydes showed that the Lys164 and the carbonyl group of the aldehyde formed a primary electrostatic tether. A similar interaction is observed between the aldehyde group of retinal and a lysine in rhodopsin [62] . But, as has been mentioned previously, the lack of olfactory activity following interactions with smaller aldehydes indicate that binding (and subsequent activation) is also supported by weaker Van der Waal interactions involving other olfactory receptors [33, 52, 56] . The Goddard group at CalTech, in numerous papers, has identified residues which are within hydrogen bonding distance from the ligand, following static docking [32, 40, 58, 59, [63] [64] [65] [66] . These studies predicted that residues, localized on TMs 3 to 7 were potentially responsible for binding. Singer et al. performed correlated mutation analyses to identify residues that might be responsible for binding [55, 67] . Eight such residues were identified, including residues on TM6, which were possible identified with forming hydrogen bonds or with interacting with hydroxyl groups (phenols, alcohols, etc.).
One of the notions that have been advanced is the variability of residues in specific positions in ORs as a way to identify those that are responsible for binding. Conserved regions would be responsible for stabilizing the structure, Gprotein binding, interactions with the surrounding lipid bilayer. Since there are thousands of odorant ligands, it is assumed that any variability in binding would be affected by variability in the primary structure of the receptor. It was initially predicted that TMs 3 to 6 had the most variable receptors. Man et al. performed a comprehensive, comparative study of the orthologs and paralogs of mouse and human ORs [68] . Conserved residue pairs were first identified from orthologous sequences that had more than 77% sequence similarity. From 218 orthologous sequences, 146 positions were identified. Variable positions among paralogs were identified for sequences. 22 positions were identified that were statistically significant as potential binding sites. These were largely distributed over TMs 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. TM3 had the most residue positions identified. Two positions were also identified on the extra-cellular loop between TMs 4 and 5. There is however, no structural evidence for the involvement of loops in odor binding.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Identifying ligands that will potentially bind receptors has strong implications for introducing a paradigm for olfactory receptor function. This combined with modeling, docking and simulation studies will no doubt go a long way towards helping us understand the mechanism of interactions between olfactory receptors and odorant molecules, the first step in the process that leads to olfaction.
One has to be aware of the pitfalls of relying too much on the results from computational modeling. Ideally, a computational model is used to generate a hypothesis about the structure of the OR, the conditions leading to its activation, and residues involved in odor-binding. Experimentalists would . (2b) . This figure shows the maximum distance between the ligand trans-2-octenal (labeled) and the Lys164 (the position electrostatic interaction). The movie of this simulation traces the pathway for the ligand. The distance with Val285 which was more than 7Å in Fig. (2a) shows that the ligand has moved back significantly. then confirm or refute the inferences drawn from computational studies, helping fine tune the computational efforts.
There is folly in solely relying on the crystallographically determined structure of rhodopsin as a template for an OR structure. There is not enough homology between rhodopsin and ORs; loops in rhodopsin are shorter than those for ORs; the helices in rhodopsin are longer than those for typical ORs; there are structural features in rhodopsin such as kinks or an additional intracellular helix that is not a TM. There is no evidence that these features might be reproduced in rhodopsin.
Researchers have to create protocols that best represent the positions of the helices, the hydrophobicity of the binding pocket, the arrangement of loops, and the overall helical superstructure in as scientifically rigorous a manner as possible. Simulation studies [41] were carried out in vacuo, which is not an adequate representation of a biological process. The process of rotating the helices to meet the electronic character of the binding pocket also depends upon semi empirical methods such as in equation 1, or ab initio methods of energy minimizing such as that used in Membstruk.
There is some speculation that loops are involved in binding. Certainly the work of Man et al, point to two positions on the extra-cellular loop 2 as possible binding residues [69] . But because there is no way to adequately model loops, a computational model will not correctly show the impact of loop position on binding.
Despite this, computational models afford olfactory receptor researchers a view into the interactions between ORs and odorant molecules.
